Three dimensional fully polarimetric W-band ISAR imagery of scale-model tactical targets using a 1.56THz compact range.
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ABSTRACT

Using the high-frequency terahertz compact range developed recently for measurement of polarimetric return of scale models of tactical targets, we have developed several techniques to produce three-dimensional data sets. Fully polarimetric three-dimensional ISAR data has been collected on several 1/16\textsuperscript{th} scale model tactical targets in free space at individual look angles. The three-dimensional scattering coordinates are calculated by viewing the target through a two-dimensional angular aperture in both azimuth and elevation while simultaneously performing a linear frequency chirp to measure the down-range coordinate. Due to the high frequency of W-band radar, this technique produces high-resolution cross-range images from relatively small (approximately 1 degree) angular integrations. Several techniques for calculation of the three-dimensional coordinates have been developed. In addition to the technique described above, a new method utilizing the phase change of the scattering centers due to differentially small changes in angle will be described. Data collected using this technique can be processed to produce three-dimensional scattering information similar to that obtained by monopulse systems. Results from this analysis will be shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the continuing evolution of radar systems that require detailed target signature information, the need for high quality radar cross-section (RCS) data has been growing steadily. This data is commonly used in algorithms for target recognition, acquisition, tracking and for validation of computational radar scattering prediction codes. The data of interest to these programs include synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and high-range-resolution (HRR) target profiles. The U. S. Army National Ground Intelligence Center (NGIC) Expert Radar Signature Solutions (ERADS) program including the Submillimeter-Wave Technology Laboratory (STL) at UMass Lowell have developed compact ranges to measure the radar return of scale models of targets of interest. Target signature data is collected by measuring the scaled models (typically 1/16\textsuperscript{th} or 1/35\textsuperscript{th} scale) at proportionally scaled frequencies. The ERADS compact ranges currently model frequencies from UHF up to W-Band.

Sinclair thoroughly addressed the mathematics and theory of using scale models and proportionally scaled wavelengths to study the scattering of electromagnetic radiation in 1948.\textsuperscript{1} While this technique had been successfully used at lower frequencies, it was not until 1980 that the method was adapted for use in the sub-millimeter wavelength region.\textsuperscript{2} In order to measure targets using these high frequencies a very high fidelity scale model is required which models not only the features of the target but also the dielectric properties. For this purpose, the Materials Research Lab at STL specializes in developing dielectric materials to match the properties of full-scale targets. Studies have shown that data taken on high quality 1/16\textsuperscript{th} scale models compare well with the same data taken on the full-scale targets.\textsuperscript{3}

Since monopulse radar systems, which provide angular information on targets, are becoming more common, there is a need for data sets that provide three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of the target’s scattering centers. In the past,
compact ranges used spot scanning of the target with a swept-frequency radar beam focused to sub-resolve the target and provide 3D scatterer data. In this paper we will present the results of measurements that provide fully polarimetric 3D data by illuminating the entire target and generating a two-dimensional solid angle synthetic aperture. Additionally, we have employed an interferometric technique in which the phase change due to a very small change in angle of the target is used to calculate the three-dimensional coordinates, without the need to view the target through a complete solid angle. We will show that data collected using this technique can be processed to provide equivalent information obtained by radar systems employing monopulse techniques.

2. THE 1.56THZ COMPACT RADAR RANGE

The 1.56THz W-band compact range has been described previously, therefore only a brief description will be presented here. Figure 1 shows an outline of the compact range. The sources for the transmitter and receiver consist of two optically pumped lasers producing sub-millimeter radiation at approximately 191.8 μm, giving a laser frequency of 1.56THz. These ultra-stable lasers drive corner cube mounted Schottky diodes to mix with the output of a tunable 10-20GHz microwave sweeper. The 1/16 th scale model is illuminated by the resulting sideband, which is radiated out from the corner cube diodes. Table 1 shows a list of the radar parameters for the 1.56Hz compact range along with the full-scale equivalent parameters. Only the full-scale parameters will be used in the following discussion.

Figure 1. Diagram of the 1.56THz compact radar range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.56THz Compact Range</th>
<th>(Full Scale)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1546 GHz Start Frequency</td>
<td>(96.6 GHz Full scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 GHz Bandwidth</td>
<td>(500 MHz Full Scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.74” Range Resolution</td>
<td>(11.6” Full Scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20” Two Way Beam Width (-3dB)</td>
<td>(26.6” Full Scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far Field Beam, 0.3˚ bistatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Polarimetric HH, HV, VH, VV amplitude and phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Radar parameters for the 1.56THz compact range when modeling W-Band.
3. THREE DIMENSIONAL ISAR IMAGING

Mensa has given a detailed description of Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) imaging, the relevant features of which are briefly summarized. Consider the effect of rotation on a target as shown in Figure 2. A scatterer at distance $d$ from the transceiver will have a round trip phase, $2\pi df/c$, which will be a function of the frequency $f$ and distance $d$. If the object is also rotated about a central point the change in phase will vary as a function of its crossrange location. Therefore, a linear change in frequency will produce a linear change in phase of the scatterer as will a smooth rotation. This type of data can then be processed with standard Doppler techniques. By using a Fourier transform the Doppler frequencies contained in the data can be separated from one another. The Fourier transform of the frequency information will yield down range coordinates while the Fourier transform of rotation data will give crossrange information. To produce three-dimensional data the target is measured through a two-dimensional aperture while at the same time performing a linear sweep in frequency. To build the two-dimensional aperture the target is measured at a series of evenly spaced azimuth and elevation angles. Three separate Fourier transforms are then performed to calculate the $x, y$, and $z$ coordinates of the scattering centers.

![Rotating Target](image)

Figure 2. The phase change of a target as a function of position and radar frequency.

Figure 3 shows the four targets, which have been studied using 3D imaging. The tanks studied are the T55, M48, T72 and Leopard. The tanks were mounted in the compact range and HRR data was collected over a 1.28’x1.28’ solid angle using a 0.01’ angular increment. This method produced 3D images with voxel element sizes of 2.8”x2.8”x11.6”. Using 0.5-second duration linear frequency chirps then requires approximately 2 hours of data collection to produce one view angle of 3D data. This integration time also gives an approximately ~50dBsm/voxel noise floor for the 3D data set.

Imagery from the 3D data sets for the various targets are shown in Figures 4-8. Each of these figures shows the fully polarimetric front view (azimuth/elevation) of the targets in HH, HV, VH, and VV polarization channels. Additionally, the slant plane (ISAR) view and side view are also displayed. For ease of viewing, only the HH polarization channel is displayed for slant plane and side view since the other polarization states are very similar and the addition of the extra channels makes the display much more difficult to read. It is seen that the integration across a 1.28’x1.28’ solid angle results in very good crossrange resolution in the front view of Figures 4-8. It is useful to note that in Figures 5 - 8 the individual wheels can also be clearly seen. The amount of scattering seen from the Leopard in Figure 6 is also interesting since the other tanks all show major scattering coming from the turret, while scattering from the Leopard’s turret is relatively low with most of the radar return coming from the front body of the tank. By looking at
the slant plane view alone it is not possible to see these differences. The T55 data set in Figure 8 shows the most scattering in general from the entire tank surface. This imagery demonstrates the ability to gain better understanding of complex scattering phenomena.

![Photographs of scale modeled tanks used in this study.](image)

Figure 4. Three-dimensional data on the T72 tank model viewed at 40˚ elevation and 30˚ azimuth with turret turned 9˚ clockwise; (a) Front View, (b) HH Slant Plane View, (c) HH Side View. Minimum pixel value is –45dBsm.
Figure 5. Three-dimensional data on the T72 tank model viewed at 40° elevation and 80° azimuth with turret turned 9° clockwise; (a) Front View, (b) HH Slant Plane, (c) HH Side View. Minimum pixel value is –45dBsm.

Figure 6. Three-dimensional data on the Leopard tank model viewed at 15° elevation and 40° azimuth; (a) Front View, (b) HH Slant Plane View, (c) HH Side View. Minimum pixel value is –45dBsm.

Figure 7. Three-dimensional data on the M48 tank model viewed at 15° elevation and 30° azimuth; (a) Front View, (b) HH Slant Plane View, (c) HH Side View. Minimum pixel value is –50dBsm.
Figure 8. Three-dimensional data on the T55 tank model viewed at 15° elevation and 330° azimuth; (a) Front View, (b) HH Slant Plane View, (c) HH Side View. Minimum pixel value is –50dBsm.

4. MONOPULSE 3D IMAGING

In addition to the three dimensional ISAR techniques described in Section 3, previous works have suggested other methods to estimate the positions of scatterers on a target. One such method mentioned in Ref(7), known as monopulse imaging, involves using monopulse radar, which can measure the angular deviation of an object from the center of the radar system. A detailed description of monopulse systems can be found in Ref(8) therefore, we will be brief here.

Figure 9 shows a simplified diagram of a phase monopulse system. In this diagram antennas A and B are separated from one another by a distance L and have parallel and overlapping fields of view. A target located at a range R from the center of the antennas will have a difference in phase between the two channels whose sign is dependent on the scatterer being located above or below the null axis (point of zero phase difference). It can easily be shown that if the range to the target is much greater than the separation between the antennas, the phase difference registered between antenna A and B is given to a good approximation by Equation 1. Therefore, the change in phase of the target varies proportionally with the target’s crossrange position r_y.

![Figure 9. Geometry of monopulse radar system.](image)

![Figure 10. Geometry of Differential Phase radar.](image)

\[
\sin(y) = \frac{r_y}{R}
\]

This technique can be adapted for use in a compact radar range by again utilizing the phase information of the target. Figure 10 shows the basic geometry for an isolated scatterer. This isolated target has a phase in the direction of...
the radar given by Equation 2 with respect to an arbitrary point of rotation. It is useful to note that Equations 1 and 2 represent single pass phases of the radars beam. For double passes the equations must be multiplied by a factor of two. In this discussion we will limit ourselves to describing the single pass results. However, the equations can be modified by the relevant multiplicative factors to account for any combination of transmitter/receiver system. Taking a derivative, Equation 3 shows that the variation of phase for an individual scatterer is directly proportional to the crossrange distance out from the point of rotation.

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \gamma} = \frac{R \sin(\gamma)}{\partial \gamma} = 2R \, \cos(\gamma) = \frac{2}{R} \, r_y
\]

(2)

Therefore, if a careful measurement is made of the phase change of the target under differential changes in angle \( \gamma \), the crossrange position can be calculated in a similar way to that of phase monopulse. If we were to require that the phase change between the two methods be identical, a constraint on \( \gamma \) can be calculated from Equations 1 and 3 such that

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \gamma} = \frac{L}{R}
\]

(3)

Since \( R \gg L \) this can be interpreted as constraining \( \gamma \) to match the angular perspective of the two antennae in Figure 9 at range \( R \). The same result also holds when both radar systems (Figures 9 and 10) involve a double pass phase change. It has been noted in Ref(7) that if there are multiple unresolved scatterers involved in this calculation, there may be a false representation of the calculated coordinate. Since the technique will be applied to ISAR images this will mitigate the ambiguity, and the results will improve with higher resolution data sets.

As an example, this method has been used on one of the data sets from Section 3. Since the three-dimensional data has already been taken, the phase comparison can be done simply by comparing the phase of two ISAR images contained in this data set separated by a small elevation angle. The T55 data set, with a large number of scattering sites, offers an ideal opportunity to calculate the elevation coordinate by using the differential phase (Equations 2 and 3) technique, which has been shown above to be equivalent to monopulse imaging. The 3-D image that is formed can then be compared to the results of the 3-D ISAR.

Figure 11 shows two ISAR images for the T55 tank taken at identical aspect angles but at different elevation angles (15.000° elevation and 15.020° elevation respectively). By using the two data sets of Figure 11 it is possible to perform a point by point difference in phase between each pixel in Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b). Using Equation 3 the elevation crossrange of the scattering centers can be calculated. Since the downrange resolution of the system is 11.9", the change in elevation angles over such a small increment will not permit the scattering centers to shift from one range cell to another, thereby satisfying the condition imposed by Equation 3 that the change in angle be a differential one.

Figure 11. ISAR images of the T55 tank at 330° azimuth; a) 15.000° elevation, b) 15.020° elevation.
The calculated three-dimensional scattering centers are shown in Figure 12 for both the 3D ISAR method and the differential phase method. Also shown in this figure is a photograph of the T55 model tank at approximately the view angle. While the individual ISAR data sets have a noise floor of –30dBsm, the data in Figure 12 is displayed down to a level of –20dBsm. This level is due to the requirement of the monopulse calculation that the phase be relatively stable. It is found that limiting signals to levels approximately 10dB above the noise floor is sufficient to satisfy that condition. An examination of Figure 12 shows that the estimation of the positions of scattering centers derived by the differential phase technique match reasonably well with the 3D ISAR data set. The major scatterers in the front, top and side views appear to be well reproduced. There are some differences, typically at the lower levels. However, these differences are most likely due to unresolved scattering in the elevation direction. It is encouraging to note that this simple two-point interferometric method does seem to reproduce the 3D ISAR images, with only small fraction of the data.

5. SUMMARY

Fully-polarimetric 3D radar scattering data has been collected on four 1/16th scale model tanks. High-resolution W-Band 3D ISAR images were formed by collecting HRR profiles of the targets through a 1.28’x1.28’ solid angle in azimuth and elevation stepped by 0.01’. A technique has also been presented that calculates the 3D coordinates by comparing the phase change of scatterers in ISAR images at slightly different elevation angles. It has been shown that data collected using this technique can be processed to be equivalent to monopulse methods that measure the phase difference between two antennae to achieve the same result. Since these measurements have been successful at W-band, it should be possible to apply the same technique at lower radar frequencies under similar conditions.
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